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June 01, 2018 at 6:11am

INAUGURAL WINNERS OF PAX ART AWARD ANNOUNCED

The Art Foundation Pax, a Swiss organization dedicated to the promotion of digital and media-
based art, has announced the first winners of its Pax Art Award. The three awardees are the
London and Zurich–based artist group !Mediengruppe Bitnik, established by Domago Smoljo
and Carmen Weisskopf; the Swiss visual artist Lauren Huret; and the artist collective
Fragment.in, founded by Laura Perrenoud, Mar Dubois, and David Colombini in Renens,
Switzerland.

!Mediengruppe Bitnik will receive around $30,000 to support the production of new work and for
an acquisition by the foundation, and Huret and Fragment.in will each receive about $15,000 for
their contributions to the field of media art. The prizes will be presented on June 14 at the Haus
der elektronischen Künste (HeK) in Basel.

The jury comprised Mónica Bello, head of arts at CERN, Geneva; Nicolas C. Bopp, president of
Art Foundation Pax; Davide Fornari, head of research and development at ECAL, Lausanne;
Sabine Himmelsbach, director of HeK; and Fausto De Lorenzo, owner of De Lorenzo Art and
Museum Management & Consulting GmbH.

Founded in 2017, Art Foundation Pax is sponsored by Pax insurance company and collaborates
with HeK to promote Swiss artists, who use, and critically reflect upon, media technology in their
work.
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ARTIST BANU CENNETOĞLU AND THE GUARDIAN TO PUBLISH LIST OF REFUGEE
DEATHS

In conjunction with her forthcoming exhibition at London’s Chisenhale Gallery, Banu
Cennetoğlu is also facilitating the distribution of “The List” in The Guardian, in print and
online, on June 20, 2018, World Refugee Day.

Compiled and updated each year by UNITED for Intercultural Action, an antidiscrimination
network of 550 organizations in forty-eight countries, “The List” traces information related to
the deaths of 34,361 refugees and migrants who have lost their lives within, or on the borders of
Europe since 1993 (last documented as of May 5, 2018).

Since 2007, Cennetoğlu has facilitated

June 19th, 2018 at 10:03pm

ARTADIA ANNOUNCES THE 2018 HOUSTON AWARDEES

Artadia announced today that Francis Almendárez and Dana Frankfort are the winners of this
year’s Houston Awards. They will each receive $10,000 in unrestricted funds. Applications were
open to visual artists who had lived in Houston for over two years, worked in any media, and
were at any stage of their career.

Almendárez is an interdisciplinary artist known for making works that explore the intersections
of history, ethnography, and the arts, using them as tools to address memory and trauma,
specifically of migrant and queer bodies of the Caribbean and Central American diasporas.

Frankfort’s

June 19th, 2018 at 9:42pm

KNIGHT FOUNDATION TO GIVE $500,000 THROUGH NEW MIAMI ARTS INITIATIVE

The John S. and James L. Knight Foundation announced today that it will invest $500,000 in
grants for Miami-based artists in an effort to commission works across the fields of dance,
theater, and music. The nonprofit has continually helped fund cultural entities in the area—it has
contributed over $125 million to the arts in southern Florida—and through the new Knight New
Work Miami program it aims to support artists currently living in Miami or with strong ties to
the city. The open call for works that will debut in 2020–21 runs through August 31. The initiative
marks the first time

June 19th, 2018 at 6:40pm

DEBORAH CULLEN-MORALES TO LEAD THE BRONX MUSEUM OF THE ARTS

The Bronx Museum of the Arts announced that it has hired Deborah Cullen-Morales as its new
executive director. Cullen-Morales comes to the institution from the Miriam and Ira D. Wallach
Art Gallery at Columbia University. She succeeds Holly Block, who served as director of the
museum for eleven years and died of breast cancer last fall.

Joe Mizzi, the chairman of the museum’s board of trustees, told the New York Times in a phone
interview that Cullen-Morales has “big shoes to fill.” Among her many achievements at the
museum, Block is known for spearheading the decision to stop charging admission

June 19th, 2018 at 5:52pm

ART BASEL’S BALOISE PRIZE AWARDED TO SUKI SEOKYEONG KANG AND
LAWRENCE ABU HAMDAN

Suki Seokyeong Kang and Lawrence Abu Hamdan have been awarded the 2018 Baloise Art Prize,
bestowed annually upon two emerging artists exhibited in the “Statements” sector at Art Basel in
Switzerland. The roughly $30,000 prize celebrates its twentieth anniversary this year.

“Retooling vernacular objects and shaping them into sculptures often rooted in traditional
Korean music notation and scoring, Kang explores the limits and conditions of coexistence,
especially a coexistence grounded by conflicts in space,” read a statement about Kang, who was
born in Seoul in 1977. “Hamdan also explores the

June 19th, 2018 at 5:08pm

JOAN JONAS WINS 2018 KYOTO PRIZE

The Inamori Foundation in Japan has revealed the winners of this year’s Kyoto Prize, which is
presented annually in each of the following categories: advanced technology, basic sciences, and
arts and philosophy. The recipients—neurologist Karl Deisseroth, mathematician Masaki
Kashiwara, and artist Joan Jonas—will each be presented with a twenty-karat gold medal and
more than $900,000.

Born in New York in 1936, Jonas originally trained as a sculptor but soon became a pioneer of
performance and video art. Deeply influenced by the work of Trisha Brown, with whom she
studied dance, as well

June 19th, 2018 at 1:04pm

PEW CENTER FOR ARTS & HERITAGE AWARDS $8.7 MILLION TO PHILADELPHIA
ARTISTS AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS

The Pew Center for Arts & Heritage announced that it is awarding more than $8.7 million to
Philadelphia-based artists and cultural organizations, funding twelve fellowships and thirty-three
projects.

“The ambitious and imaginative work of Philadelphia’s artists and institutions will offer
audiences outstanding cultural experiences in the year ahead,” said Paula Marincola, the center’s
executive director. “We are very gratified to continue to support the region’s vibrant cultural
community through our annual grantmaking.”

The Pew Center fellowships provide awards of $75,000 to individual artists

June 19th, 2018 at 12:18pm

BROOK ANDREW APPOINTED ARTISTIC DIRECTOR OF 22ND BIENNALE OF SYDNEY

The Biennale of Sydney announced that Brook Andrew has been named artistic director of its
twenty-second edition, which will be held in 2020. An artist of the Wiradjuri Nation, with Celtic
ancestry, Andrew is known for creating work that assembles new understandings of historical
legacies.

Andrew is currently completing a three-year Australian Research Council grant for which he is
designing a national memorial for the Aboriginal people who were killed during the Frontier
Wars, a series of conflicts between Indigenous Australians and European settlers that began in
1788 and lasted until the 1930s.

June 18th, 2018 at 7:33pm

JEAN DE LOISY AND PALAIS DE TOKYO TEAM TO CURATE FIFTEENTH BIENNALE DE
LYON

Jean de Loisy, the president of the Palais de Tokyo in Paris, and several other of the institution’s
curators—Daria de Beauvais, Adélaïde Blanc, Yoann Gourmel, Katell Jaffrès, Rebecca Lamarche-
Vadel, Vittoria Matarrese, Claire Moulène, and Hugo Vitrani—will curate the fifteenth edition of
the Biennale de Lyon. The exhibition will take place in various locations across the city and will
be held from September 19, 2019 to January 5, 2020.

Commenting on the appointment, De Loisy said: “It is a truly exciting challenge for the curators
of the Palais de Tokyo to curate the next Lyon Biennale:

June 18th, 2018 at 7:30pm

MILAN MRKUSICH (1925–2018)

Milan Mrkusich, the New Zealand painter and designer whose far-ranging contemplations of
geometrical and architectural forms led him to become one of the country’s most celebrated
postwar abstract artists, has died at age ninety-three.

Born in Dargaville in 1925 to Dalmatian parents, Mrkusich took on an apprenticeship in writing
and pictorial arts with Neuline Studios and also attended night courses at Seddon Technical,
including life-drawing classes. Influenced by Piet Mondrian and the Bauhaus movement early in
his career, he held his first exhibition in Auckland in 1949, and his work was included

June 18th, 2018 at 5:42pm

SHIRLEY TSE TO REPRESENT HONG KONG AT 2019 VENICE BIENNALE

M+ Museum and the Hong Kong Arts Development Council (HKADC) have announced that
Shirley Tse will represent Hong Kong at the Fifty-Eighth Venice Biennale, which will kick off on
May 11, 2019. The Los Angeles–based artist will present new site-specific works in a solo
exhibition curated by Christina Li.

“It is a deep honor to represent Hong Kong, my hometown, and a place that shaped my formative
years as an artist,” Tse said. “Big thanks to Christina Li for visiting me in my Los Angeles studio
on a rare rainy day, and for inviting me. I look forward to collaborating with the curatorial team
headed

June 18th, 2018 at 4:38pm

GUGGENHEIM APPOINTS CORINNE GODSALL DIRECTOR, CORPORATE,
INSTITUTIONAL, AND GLOBAL PARTNERS

The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum and Foundation announced that Corinne Godsall has
joined the institution as director, corporate, institutional, and global partners. Godsall comes to
the Guggenheim from Smithsonian Enterprises, where she served as director of media operations.
In her new role, Godsall is responsible for developing and managing a strategic plan for the
museum’s global fundraising program with corporations, foundations, and government agencies
in order to build support for Guggenheim initiatives, programming, and general operations.

“Corinne’s far-ranging and considerable experience
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